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\textbf{Abstract}: The exposed information contributes to the creation of correct representations of the methodological, structural and content aspects of the motric actions studied by developing a concrete scheme of the actions program, selection of the most efficient ways and their application with a maximal correctness of the respectively methodology in the work practice as conventional sequencing in the training period of the physical exercises.

\textbf{Introduction}

The education of the physical exercises represent a well defined system of programmed actions in a definite order, successively assigned in time. The sequence of the achieving the concrete educational objectives offers the possibility of highlighting some separate stages.

The base of the education of the physical exercises provides three conventional stages, that refers to the proper learning of the technique of performing the exercises and are connected: the initial education, the thorough education, improvement and stabilization of the technique of performing the exercises.

The first stage, the initial education represents the point where begins the process of learning a new motion. The first informations of this stage tend to create some general images about the new motion in the imagination and conscience of a sportsman. The creation of a correct vision about the motion represent a base from which someone can continue the motric action. Here the student gets acquainted with some types of motions, directions, actions, separate positions etc.

This information wear a pure explanatory character (the description) and are completed with some qualitative essences that are conditioned by the technique of performing the exercise.
The creation of correct visions about the technique of performing the motions is a very important and complete procedure that has common particularities with one of the teaching principles - the awareness principle.

The main actions of this stage are:
- formulating the general objectives of the technique of performing a definite motion;
- analyzing the requirements of making the relation between the respectively exercise and the previous one, and between the motric skills;
- elaborating an educational strategy according to the plan of motric actions;
- explaining and demonstrating the exercise.

Besides this, in this stage one can learn the correct terminology and make the first motric attempts like: fixing some separate and special positions, imitation with the help of some auxiliary equipment. So fulfilling this begins the muscular perception, that is enlarging the information about the new exercise.

The excellent demonstration conditions the creation of the perfect style at the performing of the exercises.

Here the professor increases the student’s attention especially on this details that are considered essential at this educational stage.

Explanations, for example, must open some intern contents of the physical exercises. Making the first attempts to perform an exercise is absolutely necessary to effectuate with the biggest precision all the components and parameters of that motion, tending to create a correct stereotype of the movement.

Also it’s important to mention that the motion itself will be performed according to the correctitude of the images and vision a student have about that exercise.

The thorough education stage. This stage is the most important link of the educational process. It provides the proper learning of the bases of the technique of performing the exercises.

The fundamental criteria that confirm the appearance of the stereotype of creating a motric skill are:
- the automated performing of the principal phases of the technique of the exercise;
- the creation of new coordinative relations;
- the control of all the motric actions.
The result of this stage is the correct performing of the exercise, but is to be mentioned that till the final result there must be made a set of specific actions:
- the permanent control of the ongoing motion;
- exposing some specific signals, that indicates the moment of the decisive action;
- conferring help in order to facilitate the performing;
- removal of faults by correcting the actions of the student;
- planning the next set of actions.

Also it must be mentioned that at planning and organization the educational process of a new exercise we have to take into account the next moments:
- in the process of learning new exercise, the motions must be made successively with some movements that are already known;
- in order to create the muscular memory it is necessary to repeat the exercise at every lesson;
- the breaks don’t have to exceed the limit of total restoration.

Besides this, there are applied some more procedures:
- practicing some preparatory and special exercises similar to the technique of the respectively exercise;
- informing about time, space and strength parameters with exact implementation in the process of developing the set of actions.

All this allow to do the necessary corrections and tends to make the learning of the technique more efficient.

In addition to this it is necessary to the student to create clear images about the rhythmic structure of the motion. The rhythmic structure implies the successive order of all the phases of the exercise in time.

It is well to know that every exercise has it’s own rate of movements.

But is necessary to mention that even a thorough learning of the technique’s details is not enough, because there may be many vagueness. This is why we need the third stage.

The stage of the improvement and the stabilization of the technique of performing the exercise. This stage provides the improvement and the
stabilization in the case of performing the whole exercise, this two aspects occurring simultaneously.

The stabilization of the motric skills is connected with the appearance of the dynamic stereotype.

Stereotyping the movement is determined by the process when in the bark of the brain hemispheres, under the influence of the made irritations from the intern and extern environments, appear some excitations that ensures the successful executing of the exercise. So in the barks are formed so-called dynamic stereotypes, to which correspond the motric stereotypes.

Knowing all the aspects of the relation between the stereotypes and the skills, the motion becomes more exact, more improved. Such a level of technique possession is called automated skill.

Also is necessary to mention that under the influence of the fatigue or of the high emotions, the technique of the motion can be changed.

The stabilization phenomenon of the motric skills provides the education of the capacities of performing uniform every phase of an exercise.

And as a conclusion, the multiple repetition of one exercise represents the most efficient procedure of the stabilization of the motric skill.
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